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STATUS OF THE ADVANCED STIRLING CONVERSION SYSTEM PROJECT

FOR 25 kW DISH STIRLING APPLICATIONS

Richard K. Shaltens and Jeffrey G. Schreiber

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Summary

Under the Department of Energy's (DOE) Solar Thermal

Technology Program, Sandia National Laboratories is evalu-

athlg heat engines for terrestrial Solar Distributed Heat

Receivers. The Stirling engine has been identified by Sandia

as one of the most promising heat engines for terrestrial appli-

cations. The Stirling engine also has the potential to meet

DOE's performance and cost goals (ref. 1).

The NASA Lewis Research Center is conducting technol-

ogy development for Stirling convertors directed toward a

dynamic power source for space applications. Space power

requirements include high reliability with very long life, low

vibration and high system efficiency. The free-piston Stirling

engine has the potential for future high power space conver-

sion systems, either nuclear or solar powered. Ahhough both

applications appear to be quite different, their requirements
complement each other.

NASA Lewis is providing management of the Advanced

Stirling Conversion System (ASCS) Project through an Inter-

agency Agreement (IAA) with the DOE. Parallel contracts

continue with both Cummins Engine Company (CEC),

Columbus, Indiana and Stirling Technology Company (STC),

Richland, Washington for the designs of an ASCS. Each

"system" design features a solar receiver/liquid metal heat

transport system, and a free-piston Stirling convertor with a

means to provide nominally 25 kW of electric power to a

utility grid while meeting DOE's performance and "hmg-

term" cost goals.

The Cummins free-piston Stirling convertor incorporates a

linear alternator to directly provide the electrical output,

while the STC design generates electrical power indirectly

through a hydraulic pump/motor coupled to an induction
generator. Both the Cummins and STC ASCS designs will use

technology which can reasonably be expected to be available

in the early 1990's.

Introduction

The Advanced Stirling Conversion System (ASCS) Project

is managed by NASA Lewis Research Center through an

lnteragency Agreement (1AA) with the Department of Energy

(DOE). NASA Lewis is currently developing the technology

for Stirling convertors for use in space (ref. 2). The Stifling

convertor, which features a free-piston engine directly inte-

grated with a linear alternator, has the potential to be a highly

reliable machine with long life because it has only a few

moving parts, uses noncontacting clearance seals, and can be

hermetically sealed. Free-piston engines have no mechanical

coupling of the reciprocating components (the displacer pis-

ton and the power piston); rather they are coupled through the

forces exerted by the working fluid. The moving components

resonate at a frequency determined by the combined dynam-

ics of the convertor and load. No significant side loads exist

for the moving components, which minimizes potential wear

mechanisms, and allows for the use of the noncontacting

clearance seals, and enhances the capacity for long life.
Further, the free-piston Stifling is oil free, eliminating the
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Figure 1.--Free-piston Sliding engine wilh linear alternator.



problem of dynamic oil seals and concern of regenerator con-
tamination. A simplified drawing of a Stirling convertor

showing a fiee-piston engine integrated with a li,lear alterna-

tor is shown in figure 1. A detailed discussion of the fiee-

piston Stifling engine is contained in reference 3. The

discussion of this paper is limited to the ASCS Project man-

aged by NASA Lewis.

Advanced Stirling Conversion System

(ASCS) Project

NASA Lewis is providing management of the ASCS Proj-

ect through an IAA with the DOE. Cost shared contracts are

in place with comractor tea,ns which include manufacturers to

enhance the free-piston Sti,ling convertor technology with

subsequent commercialization of the ASCS for the solar

thermal market. Two preliminary designs meeting DOE's

performance and cost goals were completed in 1989 (ref. 4).

Tile contracto, teams headed by Cummins Engine Compa,ly

and the Stirling Technology Company/Westinghouse partner-

ship continue with each of the ASCS designs.
Each ASCS consists of an overall "system" design which

includes the following major subsystems: ( 1) a solar receiver,

(2) a liquid metal heat transport system, (3) a free-piston

Stirling convertor with an alternator or ge,lerator either

directly or indirectly driven, and cot,pied to the utility grid, (4)

a heat rejection system, and (5) appropriate controls and

power conditioning. The Cummins ASCS design integrates a

heat pipe receiver with a Stirling convertor which features a

free-piston engine/linear alternator system. The STC ASCS

design integrates a reflux boiler receiver with a Stirling

convertor which features a free-piston engine/hydraulic out-

put syste,n. Each ASCS is designed to mount on, and to

receive concentrated solar energy from an II m test bed

concentrator (TBC) located at the Sandia Test Facility in

Albuquerque, New Mexico. The ASCS solar receiver is

designed for a nominal insolation value of 950 W/m 2 provid-

ing about 75 kW of thermal ene,'gy, while a peak insolation

value of 1100 W/m Zprovides about 87 kW of thermal energy

to the absorber surface. The ASCS Project design require-

ments and the Sandia TBC characteristics are given in
reference 5.

DOE's requirements for high "system" efficiency, along

with the potential for high reliability and long life makes, the

free-piston Stirling convertor an ideal candidate for the terres-

trial application (ref. 1). Although the duty cycles for the
space and ter,'estrial applications are qu|te different, the key

technologies are similar. Work iS ongoing for the demanding

materials requirements which include materials characteriza-

tion along with life and reliability predictions for the liquid

metal heat transport system and the Stifling heater head. Use
of,10ncontacting clearance Seals duriqg operation eliminates

potentiaq wear problems of conventional seals, and should

permit the free-piston Stirling convertor to meet or exceed the

60 000 hr life requirement for the solar thermal application.

Further, the Stifling convertor can be hermetically sealed,

eliminating the need for a working gas make-up system

typical of kinematic Stifling systems.

The DOE cost goals are shown in table I. The receiver and

the conversion systems costs have been combined to provide

a total &vstem cost for the ASCS, excluding the conceqtrator.

The ASCS total system cost includes all the major subsystems

previously described above which result in a minimum overall

cost for converting solar energy to electricity for the utility

grid. The ASCS total cost is based on coilectiqg concentrated

solar energy into a receiver from an i i m parabolic dish while

providing 25 kW or more electrical power into a utility grid.

Based on an independent assessment, both ASCS concepts,

have the potential to meet DOE's "hmg-term" cost goal of

$452/kWe (ref. 6). The expected high efficiency coupled with

the inherently simple design of the free-piston Stirling conver-

tor and the potential for lower first cost and elimination of

operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, make the free-

piston Stirling convertor the system of choice for the tong term

solar application.

TABLE I. - DOE COST" GOALS

Receiver, dollar/m:

Conversion, dollars/kWe

ASCS h_tal, bdollalsTkWe

Energy cost, th_llm.s/k We

'1984 dollat.'s.

Technl,h,gy

CLIITelII Long-

tel'ill

70 40

380 300

646 452

0.13 0.05

_Receiver (energy from a I 1-m cnq-

ce,ltrat_,r) and c_._llversioll sysle,ns

(nominal 25 kWe) combined.

Cummings ASCS Design

Cummins ASCS Design Team

Cummins Power Generation (CPG), a subsidiary of Cum-

mins Engine Company, Colt, rebus, Indiana is responsible for

project management and syste,n integration of the free-piston

Stirling convertor for the ASCS design. During 1990 the
Cummins Team, under the technical direction of Cummins

Electronics Company (CELL continued wo,'k on the prelimi-

nary design phase (updating the November 1989 preliminary

design (PD) (ref. 7)) of the Cummins ASCS, with focus on

value engineeri,ag and manufacturing changes along with cost

reduction for the Stifling convertor, power conditioning and
control systenis (refl 8). Thereceiver, heat transport sysiem

and external cooling system designs ,'elnai,led unchanged

during the 1990 update. The Cummins ASCS is designed to

operate at 700 °C and deliver about 24 kW of single phase

electrical power tO a Utility gridl The ASCS is shown in

figure 2 and key parameters are shown in table II. Further, the

Cummins design is manufacturable, and the ASCS when
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produced at the rate of 10 000 units per year is estimated at

$11 200 (about $450/kWe) in 1984 dollars.

_i=-;:l -- -'_----_._ EXCIIANGEII

-----_--_-'--_.I /-" FAN

L,,,E _'_)) - V,..AT,ONA.son.E.
" .+.ENGINE I ALTERNATOR+.+ +,,o+o

FLEX MOUNT _ ._.L_-__II "_,'+ "
"_,,, _I ..... ,_I_.,_ _'., _ SUPPORT

,,,+o, .....
Figure 2.--Cummins' ASCS layout with free-piston Sliding convertor.

TABLE II.--CUMMINS ASCS "UPDATED" PRELIM-

INARY DESIGN REVIEW

Heat pipe receiver ti'ee-pist_,vl.i_lear altemalt,r converttq

Heat supplied (peak), kWt ...................... 86.8

Electrical power (peak), kWe ................... 28.1

Heat supplied (nomitml), kW! ................... 75,0

Electrical power (nominal), kWe ................ 23.9

Heater head temperature, 'C (K) ........... 700 (973)

Cooler lemperatut'e, "C (K) ................. 60 (333)

Engine tkequency, Hz ........................... 60

l:h'essure, MPa (psi) ..................... 10.5 (1520)

Working fluid ............................. Helium

Weight tm TBC, kg lib) .................. 713 (1570)

Annual energy, kWh ........................ 59 958

ASCS total cost, 1984 dollal_ ................. I 1 193

CPG teamed with Sanders Associates, Nashua, NH, for the

solar receiver and Thermacore Inc. Lancaster, PA for the heat

pipe technology and the heat transport system. Further,

Clever Fellows Innovation Consortium (CFIC), Meh'ose, NY

provided the analytical, design and hardware experience for

the free-piston Stifling engine. The thermodynamic simula-

tion model used was GLtMPS 3.0 from Gedeon Associates,

Athens, OH. Cummins Power Generation, Columbus, IN

provided expertise for the manufacturing technology, cost

analysis and FMEA. Two subsidiaries of Cummins contrib-

uted to the ongoing design effort: Cummins Electronics Company

(CEL), Columbus, IN, was responsible for overall system

controls and the power conditioning, while McCord Heat

Transfer Corp., Wall Lake, MI, was responsible for the

external cooling system. Consultants used during the design

process included: Onan Corporation, Minneapolis, MN (a

subsidiary of Cummins), for alternator manufacturing issues,

Dr. S. Nasar, University of Kentucky for the linear alternator
analysis, powerconditioning and controls and Dr. F. Demofte,

Magnebit, Inc., San Diego, CA., for a gas bearing model and

analysis.

Heat Pipe Receiver and Heat Transport System (ITI'S)

The earlier design for the heat pipe receiver and heat

transport system (HTS), reported at the November 1989 PDR,

remains unchanged. Figure 3 shows a single heat pipe with a

_.___ f-ABSORBER BODY

i__ ]/ /-ABSORBER IIEMISPIIEBE
,, /
,/r- COARSE WICK SURFACE

_\ "_'_II11,'/', .o_o-.o.mK
IWELVE (I;'I _"]_,,,_jl/_ / "\(-'ISO+ 200 MESH)

,,,00x  jrtf __lNii1t8 l.O. + - c _ r
_ _- .:' :l ",'," _ - ES_],, il <_,oo++

]]]j ,'," ;' i! i': ",'_k\// "++m_sm:: =' "

Figure 3.--Heal pipe receiver/heat transport system,

hemispherical absorber (or evaporator). The heat pipe evapo-

rator is designed to operate continuously, provid ing heat to the

Stirling convertor at 700 "C (973 K). The absorber is a full

180 ° hemisphere with a sintered powder metal wick on the

evaporator surface, lnconel 625 was selected as the base

material for the absorber and the body of the HTS. The

working fluid is high purity sodium. The evaporator wick

utilizes both a circumferential and a radial artery system.

While the use of a heat pipe receiver for the heat transport

system should minimize local hot spots and provide more

uniform heating to the Stirling heater head, concerns remain

for the structural integrity and reliability (potential of a single

point failure) of the artery system. A warmup heater is

included to maintain the sodium in a liquid state prior to start-

up. The manufacturing cost at a rate of 10 000 units per year

is estinmted at $844 in 1984 dollars for the preliminary design
reviewed in November 1989 (ref. 7).

Use of lnconel 625 as the basematerial will have to be

reexamined due to the potential for structural instability of

Inconel 625 when exposed to elevated temperatures for long

durations. Further, based on reports from Cummins with their

"on-sun" heat pipe receiver experience, delamination of the
wicking structure and artery radial system remains a concern,

and alternatives need to be evaluated (ref. 9).

Thermacore is conducting long term tests to evaluate

various candidate combinations of heat pipe materials and to

establish reliability for the wick and artery structure with

Sodium environment at 700 "C (973 K). The radial heat flux

to each test capsule is estimated at 8 W/cm _. Material
combinations include Incone1601 and 713LC with two candi-

date braze alloys (B Ni-2 and BNi-5) toa nickelwick structure.

The baseline (10 hr) and 1000 hr tests have been completed

and are being evaluated by Lewis materials specialists. The

long term 10 000 hr tests are expected to be complete early in
1992 (ref. 10).



StirlingConvertor - Free-piston Stirling/Linear Alterna-
tor System

The Cummins Stirling convertor is a single cylinder free-
piston Stirling engine integrated with a linear alternator to

directly convert the thermal energy (in the Stirling cycle) into

electrical energy for the grid. The heater head is designed to

operate at 700 "C (973 K) with an engine operating frequency

of 60 Hz. The working fluid is Helium at a mean pressure of

10.5 MPa with the regenerator and cooler having annular type

configurations. The cooler temperature is 60 "C (333 K).

Hydrodynamic gas bearings were designed to allow use of

noncontacting clearance seals which eliminate wear mecha-

nisms during operation to ensure long life.

As shown in figure 4, the free-piston/linear alternator con-

vertor consists of two major components: the displacer and

Heaterhead --.,- _ _ --, _" ..- ,.---Displacer

Regenerator_ ..._'_

Satat°rti°n_Sr_(/_ I "_ __J._--Piston

I1,11 I _/_l[--_J"--'AIternator

vP_esSSe_re_._- %_,,,_ _ - _ Magnets

Displacer ._ _ "- "-.-Integrated

spnng--" "_ I 7 piston

J_J
Figure4.--Cummins' free-piston Stirling with linear alternator

output.

power piston. The displacer has a central rod extending

through the power piston with mechanical springs attached in

the bounce space. The stiffness of these springs is sufficient

to resonate the displacer while also performing the task of

conventional centering ports. This feature eliminates losses

associated with the displacer gas spring hysteresis and center-

ing port pumping while also reducing cost. During operation,

the displacer is subject to damping which originates primarily

from the heat exchanger losses. Displacer damping added by

tile control system is in addition to this inherent damping, and

is used to modulate the displacer stroke. Varying the dynam-

ics of the displacer allows the control system to vary the

convertor power output.

The Stifling convertor, which contains the free-piston

engine and linear alternator in a common pressure vessel, is

hermetically sealed. Neodymium-iron (28 mg) was previ-

ously selected as the permanent magnet material along with

oriented silicon steel (M4) for the inner and outer lamination

(ref. 7). Additional analysis by Cummins has shown that the

net circulation of the internal working fluid (helium) that

passes by the alternator is sufficient to insure cooling of the

permanent magnets. Heat is removed from the alternator by

the engine cooler with the compression space temperature

being increased by about I "C. The linear alternator is con-

nected to a series tuning capacitor which in turn is connected

to the grid. The Stifling convertor, with the single phase linear

alternator has been designed to provide 23.9 kWe (nominal)

and 28.1 kWe (peak) to the utility grid. However, the Stirling

convertor was not optimized due to a NASA requirement to
maintain the overall pressure vessel dimensions and linear

alternator configuration from the November 1989 PD. Cum-

mins completed a detailed manufacturing and cost analysis,

showing the Stifling convertor could be manufactured using

existing technology while meeting DOE's long term cost

goals. The manufacturing rate for the Stirling convertor

(including the engine and linear alternator) at 10 000 units per

year is estimated at $8135 per unit in 1984 dollars.

Cooling System

The earlier design for the heat rejection system, reported at

the November 1989 PDR, remains unchanged. The closed

loop external cooling system includes: a radiator(s), a blower

fan(s) and a coolant pump. The cooling circuit is d iv ided into

two parallel loops: (1) for the engine cooler and (2) for the

alternator stator and uses a single pump. The cooling system

is dish mounted. Based on the ASCS requirements and a trade

study by McCord, the cooling system was designed utilizing
industrial components which will maximize life and mini-

mize maintenance requirements. A detailed evaluation of the

cooling system resulted in a manufacturing cost of $940 per
unit in 1984 dollars fief. 7).

Because of the Cummins analysis during the PD update of

the internal cooling of the linear alternator permanent mag-

nets, a change for the cooling system specifications has
resulted, and a redesign is required.

Power Conditioning and Control System

During the updated preliminary design phase of the ASCS,

coqducted in 1990, an extensive trade study for the power
conditioning and the control system was conducted. Three

cases were examined by CEL: (I) a motorized transformer

(baseline), (2) a solid state invertor, and (3) internal power

modulation with displacer damping. System analysis was

completed for each case to evaluate cost, efficiency, failure

modes and reliability. The internal power modulation control

system was selected where the linear alternator is connected

to the utility grid through a series tuning capacitor. Further,

system modeling and simulation were completed for the

motorized transformer to evaluate the dynamic behavior of

4



thereceiverandconvertorin responseto perturbationsin
insolationor,gridvoltage,andtoelectromagneticnoiseinthe
controlsystem(ref.I I).

Thecontrolsarefully automatic,to allowunattended
operationfortheASCS.Thecontrolsandpowerconditioning
systemcostwassignificantlyreducedfrom$3353to$676per
unitin1984dollarswhenproducedatarateof10000peryear.

STC/Westinghouse ASCS Design

STC/Westlnghouse ASCS Design Team

Stirling Technology Company (STC), Richland, WA is

responsible for project management and completing the final

design of the ASCS with a Stirling convertor which features

the free-pistotVhydraulic system. The final design of the

"engineering prototype" for STC's ASCS was completed in

February 1991. Specifications for the "engineering proto-

type" to be operated on the Sandia TBC include 5000 hr of

operation with 1000 start/stop cycles and the capability to

operate at 800 'C (1073 K) for up to 100 lu'. Manufacturing,

value engineering and cost analysis task for tile "production"

ASCS was deferred (refs. 12 and 13). Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Pittsburgh, PA, is the manufacturing and marketing

partner for STC. The STC/Westinghouse ASCS is designed to

operate at 704 "C (977 K) and to deliver about 22 kW of three

phase electrical power to a utility grid. The STC ASCS is

shown in figure 5 with the key parameters shown in table 11I.
STC teamed with Kesseli Associates, Mount Vernon, NH

for the solar receiver and Thermacore, Inc. Lancaster, PA for

the pool boiler and heat transport system design. Consultants

used during the final design process were: Saaski Technolo-

gies, Seattle, WA, as a heat transport consultant, Westing-

house Hanford Co., Hartford, WA for high temperature

TBC Mounting /,_ _ '\reserv_C°°lan(:_r

Engine / f _'_ ([1_,_',)'

c°°'er -- - -k t- t_ _ _t_/__ '_- _7:r engine

Engine I. I ,, TVi -er7 .... Chassis
receiver----//I _=)1_- - - - _ Hydraulicmotor

_\_ _Coolant line

_ "--- Generator

/ __ _ _I Fan

coo,ant." II
pump_// _ _ IIL"_",._ //" "_-Coolant

motor __., ._PRra_ha_at:r

Figure 5.--STC's ASCS with free-piston Stirling convertor.

TABLE III.STC/WESTINGHOUSE ASCS "ENGINEERING

PROTOTYPE" FINAL DESIGN REVIEW

Reflux boiler receiver free-pisioIVhydrattlic output

COllVetr'tor

Heat supplied (peak), kWt ....................... 86.8

Electrical power (peak), kWe ..................... 26.7

Heat supplied (nominal), kWt .................... 75.0

Electrical power (non'final), kWe .................. 22. I

Heater head tempermure, "C (K) ............. 704 (977)

C_.+ler temperature, 'C (K) ................... 54 (327)

Engine tieque,_:y, Hz .......................... 26.2

Pressure, MPa (psi) ...................... 18.3 (2650)

Working fluid .............................. Helium

Weight on TBC, kg (Ib) ................... 1130 (2490)

ASCS total cost, 1984 dollars ............ Not applicable

materials expertise, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,

PA for system controls and power conditioning design, and

Gedeon Associates, Athens, OH, for the thermodynamic

simulation model using GLIMPS 3.0.

Reflux Boiler Receiver and Heat Transport System (HTS)

The STC design for the reflux boiler receiver is integrated

with the HTS as shown in figure 6. The refluxing evaporator

is designed to operate continuously and provides heat to the
Stirling convertor at 704 "C (977 K). The absorber is a 140'

spherical segment, with nucleation sites being provided to the

evaporator surface by the addition of a sintered metal struc-
ture. The maximum heat flux is estimated at 46 W/cm 2.

lnconel 625 was replaced with Inconel 617 for the absorber
and the body of the HTS. It has been reported by Carpentor

Technology Corp. that lnconel 625 and lnconel 625 PLUS

when exposed [to temperatures] at 650 to 760 °C fi," extended

periodv oftime has "resuhed in extensive grain boundary pre-
cipitation and a large reduction in Charpy V-notch impact

energy" accompanied by a "smaller reduction intensile duc-

riTnBgCm._ounting _, _. r- Upper engine

?AS2_,..
HTS housing

Insulation

"---Outershell

Figure6.---STC's refluxboilerreceiver/heattransportsystem.



tility" (ref. 14). STC's final design for the reflux boiler

receiver and heat transport system are discussed in detail by
Thermacore in reference 15.

An 800 hr subscale life test was conducted by Thermacore

to verify that the pool boiling remained stable as the HTS

aged. The subscale pool boiler was operated at about 700 'C

(973 K) with NaK as the working fluid. The test apparatus

used an enhanced boiling surface, a stainless steel mesh

(-100, +400) with representative heat fluxes at the evaporator
of between 40 and 60 W/cm 2, The life test included a total of

82 cold starts, to simulate start-up each morning, and 60 warm
restarts, to simulate cloud cover transients. No observable

changes were noted by Thermacore during the 800 hr life test

as reported in reference 16.

Stirling Convertor - Free-piston Sttrllng/Bydraulic Out-

put

The STC Stifling convertor, is a free-piston Stifling engine

which converts heat into high pressure hydraulic fluid. The

Stifling convertor delivers the high pressure hydraulic fluid to

a comniercial rotary pump/motor which is coupled to a

commercial ind uctlon generator to provide electrical power to

the utilitygrld.The working fluid isheli_m at a mean presSui:e
of 18.3 MPa. The working gas volume is hernieticaily sealed

through the use of metal bellows seals used in the engine. The
engine was optimized to operate at 704 "C (977 K) and a

frequency of 26.2 Hz. The metal bellows seals are pressure

balanced to ensure long life. Udimet 720 has been selected

for the "engineering prototype" heater head with Waspaloy
for the 60 tubes. Brunswick Random Fiber (wire diameter

0.001 in.) was selected for the annular regenerator. The cooler

temperature is 54 "C (327 K). The annular cooler is a tube and

shell configuration and has 192 tubes. A clearance seal is

utilized for the displacer, to eliminate the potential of seal

wear, and provide for long life. The displacer rod, power

pistons, and the stabilizer/controller are fully immersed in

hydraulic fluid which provides full film lubrication of all

sliding parts.

As shown in figure 7, the free-piston/hydraulic convertor

consists of three major components: the displacer, the stabi-

lizer module, and the power pistons. The displacer is coupled

to the stabilizer_module (a Scotch yoke/gas spring assembly)

by a hydraulic link. The Scotch yoke provides control of the

displacer amplitude with power being transmitted through the

mechanism only during start-up. A flow control valve has

been placed in the hydraulic circuit to regulate the power
output of the engine. The control valve induces damping on

the displacer in addition to that derived from the heat

exchanger flow losses. Unlike a typical free-pistol,linear al-

ternator convertor, the free-pistoJv'hydraulic convertor oper-

ates at a frequency significantly below the resonant frequency

of the power piston. Variation of the displacer damping will

alter the operating frequency of the free-piston/hydraulic

Main housing--,, _ ./_- Displacer

Powerpiston-_, i_=_l_ //-- Powerpiston

/--Gas spring(s
_ _ _, _Scotch yoke

Control _ I1_-_t"_11-_
valve---_ _ l _ - - _ Stabilizer

'X_ module

Figure7.--STC'S free-pistonStirlingwithhydraulicoutput.

convertor and the power piston amplitude, with the displacer
amplitude remaining fixed.

STC is conducting long term compatibility tests to evaluate

various __andidate combinations of heater head and tube

mater|als]n_Nal( enVironment at 700 "C (973 K). The heat

flux to each test capsule is estimated at 32 W/cm 2. Material
combinations include 713LC, coated with nickel aluminide

and uncoated, and Udimet 720CR uncoated, each with Was-

paloy and Nicrobraze 130, respectively. A unique braze joint,
designed by STC to minimize the corrosion of the braze

material, was incorporated in the test capsules. The six long
term 10 000 hr tests are expected to be completed during the

summer of 1991. The baseline ( 10 hr) and three 1000 hr tests

have been completed by STC and evaluated by Lewis materi-

als specialists and reported to have little or no corrosion as
discussed in reference 17.

Hydraulic Pump/Induction Motor

Commercial equipment has been identified for the hydrau-

licand electrical system for the STC ASCS. A highly efficient

(over 93 percent) Volvo bent-axis variable displacement

motor is coupled directly to a Kato rotary induction generator.
The STC ASCS has been designed to provide 22.1 kWe

(nominal) and 26.7 kWe (peak) to the utility grid. The three

phase induction generator has been sized to deliver up to

30 kWe (peak) to the utility grid.

Cooltn g System

The dish mounted cooling system is a closed loop system,
consisting of the following commercial components: a Young

radiator and fan/motor, a Teel coolant pump/motor, and a

Young pumped oil heat exchanger, a coolant pre-heater and

an expansion tank. Temperature control is independently pro-
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videdto threeparallelcircuitswhichsharethecommon
radiatorandpumpasfollows:(i) theupperengine(internal
Stirlingcooler),(2) thelowerengine(externalhydraulic
cooler),and (3)theexternalhydraulicoil heatexchanger.
Thecoolantisa50/50waterglycolmixtureandismaintained
ataslightpressuretopreventevaporation.

Power Conditioning and Control System

Automatic regulation of the engine is accomplished via an

inlegral control valve in thedisplacer drive circuit. This valve

controls engine speed to match the heat absorbed from the

reflux boiler with the heat requirements of the engine. Fre-

quency and voltage regulation are maintained by the electric

utility grid. Power factor (PF) con'ection has been added to

maximize power production at the low power levels. Analysis

has shown that the addition of 5 kvar of capacitive reactance

for the power conditioning, is cost effective for the ASCS, and

will maintain the PF above 0.85 during all regimes of opera-
tion. The ASCS control system is designed to be fully

automatic for unattended operation.

Concluding Remarks

Both the Cummins and STC/Westinghouse ASCS designs

are continuing. The Cummins ASCS features a heat pipe

receiver coupled with a free-piston Stirling engine integrated
with a linear alternator. The STC ASCS features a reflux

boiler receiver coupled with includes a free-piston Stifling

engine integrated with a hydraulic output. The free-piston

Stirling convertor, which can be hermetically sealed, and uses

noncontacting clearance seals, has the potential to meet or

exceed the 60 000 hr life requirement for the solar thermal

application. The expected high efficiency coupled with the
inherently simple design of the free-piston Stifling convertor

and the potential for lower cost and elimination of O&M costs,

make the fi'ee-piston Stirling convertor the system of choice

for thClong term solar application.
Cummins and Westinghouse have identified a niche mar-

ket for dish Stirling systems for worldwide remote power
applications and for the future electric utility nmrket. Both

organizations believe that successful operation in these re-

mote niche markets may play a major role in the introduction

of Stirling products into the commercial nuarketplace.
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